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I strongly object to the application made by Fulton Hogan (F.H) to establish and operate a quarry at
107 Dawsons Road and 220 Jones Road Templeton.

| make this objection as an affected residentliving within 0.7km of the proposed Roydon Quarry. My
family of four shifted to Templeton 4.5 years ago as a result of the amenity value of being on the rural /
urban intersection.
Wechose Templeton as a result of the surrounding farmlands and green spaces (coming from a farming
background), safe and quieter streets, and relocating away from air pollution that has been an issue with
the Canterbury airsheds.
This needto relocate was escalated as a result of a genetic lung condition that is triggered by smoke,
smog, and airborne irritants such as PM10 material whichis a direct result of quarrying.

Some key areas of concern outlined in my submission:

Community Economic Well Being:

Fulton Hogan address the Economic wellbeing of the wider community butrefrain from developing the
business advantage as this is not relevant for the RMA. | have numerous issues with the stated impact:
a. The reduced costs of transport are a major driverfor the location of this quarry with the
inferred result being minimised increases, of stagnant costs for supply of aggregate for
users e.g. councils. | would find it offensive if a strong reason for the ECAN to approvethis
quarry is on reduced cost of supply when there is such strong opposition to the quarry from
the community and the associated health and well being risks present when a council is
deemedto look after its people.

b. There is reference to reduced CO2 emissions as part of the economic well being. This is not
quantified - just alluded too and morethan offset by other pollution. If conern about pollution
and Co2 was a significant factor for F.H then electric trucks are available and could be
sought. This in turn will make quarrying from larger distances (greater than 500m from any
residential dwelling) more feasible.

c. The reducedcosts of supply are inferred but no whereis there an promise ofretaining or
reducing the current margins for Fulton Hogan. If the quarry is approved based on economic
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public holidays

Amenity Value
As noted the Amenity value was a key decision in relocating to Templeton. Under the Resource

d. Recreational activities will be impacted such as the regular country walks and bike riding
due the increased level oftraffic generated (800-1200 truck movements a day)

Management Act this means those
‘natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area that contribute to people’s appreciation

e. How residences feel when driving given the additional trucks and safety issues is also of
concern for mobility issues for residents

ofits pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and cultural and recreational attributes’.
My family places a high value on protecting the area from any activity that would impact the
amenity value. In spite of any proposed ‘mitigation factors’ the wonderful Amenity Value of the area

It seems there is no mitigation that will prevent a loss of Amenity Value for either visitor or tourist to

will be altered significantly.

Christchurch not local resident.

It would take a very strong willed person to stand on the argument that a 24 hour/7 day week

Summary
I believe this appklication should be declined. However if f this proposed quarry inexcusably and
shockingly reaches a benchmark for approval the following conditions outlined in my submission needto

quarry in operation would not impact this Amenity Value. The natural physical qualities and
characteristics of this area that will be affected:
o

be adheredto.

Visual landscape. This is not just for residents but tourists and visitors coming to
Christchurch. Already the scars of quarrying is visible from the air, the last thing
Christchurch (the Garden City) needs is to see quarrying as people enter Christchurch from
the south via the new state highway bridge. This proposed quarry will be fully visible and the
screening along the roadside will be completely ineffective from this viewpoint.

o

1. Adelay on activation until a larger monitoring sample size being at least a year long monitoring
programme is undertaken and the results assessed by CDHB and correct assessors.

2. 24/7 dust mitigation on site at the Roydon Quarry on all areas within 500m ofa residential dwelling

Nuisance dust and hazardous dust as mentioned impacting use of outside parks,
walkways, backyards and reserves. This is vital when considering that the Christchurch City
Council and Selwyn District Council have invested time and money in a cycle pathway from
Rolleston to the city centre. This has so many benefits for communities in both districts

or the quarry boundary.
3. Automatic dust monitors with live data available 24hrs/7days a week online that is provided and
paid for by Fulton Hogan

however, PM10 emissions, dust, increasedtraffic from the proposed quarry would impact

4. Allowancesfor only fixed crusher units to be used with a 500m setbackfrom all residential
dwellings and the boundary.

our ability to utilise this enhancement and how weapropeciate our unique location.

o

Noise pollution generated by earthworks and quarrying activities will have significant
impact. | also back onto the farmland that is adjacent to maddisons Road. The change from
intermittent noise more regular and constant noise coming from trucks coming to the quarry,
empty with increased rattling, will be significant as there is open space. | have struggled to
see what measureare put in place. Therefore | believe no quarry activity on weekends and

o

public holidays

6. A reduction in operational hours to 7am -6pm weekdaysto allow for Amenity Value to still be
preserved somewhat. No activity on public holidays to be allowed.

Recreational activities will be impacted such as the regular country walks andbike riding

7. Inrelation to the above no more than 605 vehicle movements (per day) with no possible increased
over time.

due the increased leveloftraffic generated (800-1200 truck movements a day)

o

5. That a minimum setback of 500m from boundaries be imposed in effect creating a green belt
around the perimeter of the quarry

8. Absolutely no truck movements through Templeton especially through the Jones Rd - Railway
Terrace road. There needs to be no tolerancelevel here.

How residences feel when driving given the additional trucks and safety issues is also of
concern for mobility issues for residents

Please notethis will

impact sleep and therefore health and there the community economic well being.
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7
remembrance and a personal grieving space are not complementary activities. In addition,
the area surrounding the proposed quarry is home to many horse trainers and breeders,

It seems there is no mitigation that will prevent a loss of Amenity Value for either visitor or tourist to
Christchurch notlocal resident.

again, quarrying activities and horse training/breeding are not complementary activities.

e

e

Amenity Value
As noted the Amenity value was a key decision in relocating to Templeton. Under the Resource
Management Act this means those
‘natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area that contribute to people’s appreciation
of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and cultural and recreationalattributes’.

Dust and Air Pollution:

It is widely accepted nationally, and internationally, that air pollution is a major health and safety issue.
The health and safety requirements for companies and employees within environments where air
pollution is present is growing and increasing significantly. In fact ECAN is extremely aware of the impacts
of air pollution, especially PM10 pollutants, having created a programme to phaseout older style wood
burners, and morerecently all wood burners except for ULEB's (Ultra Low Emission Burners) as a direct
result of the concerns of PM10 air pollution in Christchurch and wider the Canterbury area. ECAN took

My family places a high value on protecting the area from any activity that would impact the
amenity value. In spite of any proposed ‘mitigation factors’ the wonderful Amenity Value of the area
will be altered significantly.

this programme soseriously it had assessors driving the streets of Christchurch to determine if residents
wereusing older style wood burners contributing to PM10 pollution, and also developed a pollution hotline
for people to "dob" in the neighbours.

It would take a very strong willed person to stand on the argumentthat a 24 hour/7 day week
quarry in operation would not impact this Amenity Value. The natural physical qualities and
characteristics of this area that will be affected:

health issuesincluding:

In information publicly available on ECAN's Facebook Page a graphic confirms that PM10 causes serious

Christchurch. Already the scars of quarrying is visible from the air, the last thing
Christchurch (the Garden City) needs is to see quarrying as people enter Christchurch from
the south via the new state highway bridge. This proposed quarry will be fully visible and the

screening along the roadside will be completely ineffective from this viewpoint.
b. Nuisance dust and hazardous dust as mentioned impacting use of outside parks,
walkways, backyards and reserves. This is vital when considering that the Christchurch City
Council and SelwynDistrict Council have invested time and money in a cycle pathway from
Rolleston to the city centre. This has so many benefits for communities in both districts
however, PM10 emissions, dust, increasedtraffic from the proposed quarry would impact
our ability to utilise this enhancement and how we apropeciate our unique location.
c. Noise pollution generated by earthworks and quarrying activities will have significant
impact.‘ | also back onto the farmland that is adjacent to maddisons Road. The change from
intermittent noise more regular and constant noise coming from trucks coming to the quarry,
empty with increased rattling, will be significant as there is open space. | have struggled to
see what measureare put in place. Therefore | believe no quarry activity on weekends and

Irritation of the airways
Coughing
Difficulty breathing
REduced lung function
Aggravated asthma
Harm to the cardiovascular system.

In August of 2003 a Ministry for the Environmentreport titled ‘Health Effects of PM10 in New Zealand' an

Air Quality Technical Report No. 39 note the following:

Results show increasesin mortality and other health effects are associated with increases in 24-hour
average PM10 concentrations. The consistency and coherencyof the studies have lead researchers to
concludethat the effect is causal. The relationship appears to be linear andit appears that there is no
threshold below whicheffects do not occur.

(pageix)
Health effects range from minoreffects, such as nose and throat
irritation, to more serious effects such as aggravation ofexisting respiratory and cardiovascular

* Please notethis will impact sleep and therefore health and there the community economic well being.
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disease, increased hospital admissions and school absences, and premature death (page v).

Table 5.1 presents estimates of mortality for people over 30 exposed to PM; concentrations
fromall sources and just from motorvehicles. This data is based onall towns and cities with a
population of greater than 5000 people. encompassing 78%o of the population. using annual
average PM, data for an average year assuming a noeffects threshold of 7.5 ugm”.

Furthermore Fulton Hogan notein relation to the Yaldhurst quarry monitoring programme:
Overall, the results show there is no serious public health risk to Yaldhurst residents from airborne dust.
Nuisancedust levels will not cause long-term health effects, but we know it can causeirritation

Table 5.1:

Mortality estimates for PM) in New Zealand
Total mortality*

and symptoms of concern in some people...”.

436

Auckland

This will be similar to the proposed Roydon quarry and nuisance dustis still more than a minor effect. lt
clearly noted in scientific research readily available, that airborne pollutant dust, in any form, will cause

risk to people. Just because it may not be a"serious public health risk" does not reduce the level of
ciscomfort and health issues and therefore community economic wellbeing for those impacted (refer
table).

Wellington
Christchurch

Vehicle related mortality*
253

79

56

182

41

Dunedin

48

6

Rest of North Island

133

21

Restof South Island

80

19

Total New Zealand

970”

399"

Source: Fisheret al (2002)

Table 6.1:

Estimates of health impacts of particle concentrations in New Zealand
Estimated annual
mortality

Estimated
hospitalisations per year

Estimated restricted
activity days per year

Lower Hutt

436°
79%
182%
48°
20
40%
20
10%

200
30
80
20
14°
30
10
20

750,000
100.000
300.000!"
80,000
58,0007"
90,000
30,000
60,000

Upper Hutt

20

10

36,000

Alexandra
Tokoroa

5
10

<5
5

10,000
20,000

Auckland
gton
Christchurch
Dunedin
Nelson
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District Plan Review and Proposed Future Development.

The proposed F.H quarry application seems at odds with the both the District Plan review and the
proposedactivities alongside it.
1. Recently the Selwyn District Plan has gone under review with significant public consultation
and quarrying activities and setbacks was a key part. The Council is considering setbacks in

the new District Plan (https://yoursay.selwyn.govt.nz/quarrying/fags#36692). This shows

that the current District Plan is outdated and needs to be addressed. This is mentioned in
the application report (pg. 40) and also pg 12 Statutory Assessment Appendix, Fulton
Hogan are taking advantage of this, however, the reverse argumentis that the plan is
outdated and does not take into consideration international guidelines and it would be

remiss of the those assessing this application to not have an eye forthefuture.

2. Itis vital to note that this proposed quarry will be at odds with and compromise future
development around Templeton. Page 28 of Fulton Hogan’s application states

“The neighbouring land to the east, adjacent to Dawsons Road, is owned by CCC and is in
pasture. Fulton Hogan understands that CCC’sindicative longer-term plan for that land may
include future playing fields, greenspace and 60 ha proposedfor a future cemetery”.
As residents, and as reported in the media, we understand a cemetery is proposed for this
land. A noisey, busy (1500 truck movements- 1 per minute) quarry alongside a place of
5
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